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A western Pacific oscillator paradigm for the El NifioSouthern

Oscillation

Robert H. Weisberg and Chunzai Wang
Department
of Marine Science,Universityof SouthFlorida,St. Petersburg,
Florida

Abstract.

A data-based hypothesis is presented on the

mechanism of the E1 Nifio-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), a
major determinant of interannual global climate variability.
The hypothesis emphasizesthe importance of off-equator sea

surfacetemperatureand sea level pressurevariations west of
the datelinefor initiating equatorialeasterlywinds over the far
western Pacific. These winds compete with westerly winds
over the equatorialcentralPacific enabling the coupledoceanatmosphere system to oscillate.
Consistent with this
hypothesis,an analogical oscillator model is constructedthat
producesENSO-like oscillations. The proposedmechanism
differs from the delayed oscillator paradigm in that wave
reflectionat the westernboundaryis not a necessarycondition
for the coupledocean-atmosphere
systemto oscillate.

Introduction

Tropical ocean-atmosphereinteractionsassociatedwith the
E1Nifio-SouthernOscillation(ENSO) are recognizedas being a
dominant

mechanism

for

the

earth's

interannual

climate

variability [Philander, 1990]. Two paradigms have been
proposed for interpreting ENSO-like oscillations, both
dependentupon the equatorial waveguide: the slow mode
[Hirst, 1988; Neelin, 1991] and the delayedoscillator [Suarez
and Schopf, 1988; Battisti and Hirst, 1989]. Slow mode
behavior shows systematic, slow eastward or westward
propagation. Observedinterannual sea surfacetemperature
anomalies,however, do not generally evolve in this manner,
thus limiting the usefulnessof the slow mode in explaining
nature'sENSO [Cane, 1992]. The delayedoscillator paradigm
dependsupon a delayed negative feedback owing to free
oceanic equatorialwave propagation. Growing anomalies in
the central Pacific generate Rossby waves which, upon
reflectionat the westernboundaryas Kelvin waves, result in a
perturbationof opposite sign that eventually counteractsand
reversesthe originating anomaliesin the central Pacific. This
mechanismrequiresthat the delay time, associatedwith wave
propagationand reflection, be sufficientlylong for the system
to oscillate [Battisti and Hirst, 1989]. Observational evidence

for the delayedoscillatortheoryremainsequivocal.

Evidencefor the ConceptualModel
Under normal conditions atmospheric convection in the
vicinity of the equatoris most intenseover the westernPacific
warm pool region, whereas during E1 Nifio the region of
convection

moves

eastward

into

the

west-central

Pacific.

Consistent with this eastward displacement, the region of
anomalous ocean to atmosphere heat flux is observed to
expandeastwardfrom the western Pacific into the west-central
Pacific during the transition from La Nifia to E1 Nifio
conditions[Weisberg and Wang, 1997]. Outgoing long-wave
radiation

and surface wind anomalies

are also observed

to be

maximum in the west-central Pacific [Deser and Wallace,

1990]. Using observedwinds, Zebiak [1990] derived a surface
pressurefield and a dynamically adjustedwind field to infer
condensationheating from an atmospheric model similar to
Gill's [1980]. Atmosphericheatingwas found to be maximum
in the west-centralPacific duringthe maturephase of E1 Nifio,
in agreementwith outgoing long-wave radiation observations.
The equatorialwest-centralPacific is thereforecharacterizedb y
large interannual anomalies in the surfacefluxes of heat and
momentumand in atmosphericheating.
To the eastand west of this region COADS data analyses for
the period 1950-1992 show distinctivelydifferent patternsfor
the correlationfield betweenSST and SLP, as shownin Fig. 1.
Eastof the dateline is a broad region of negative correlation,
centeredon and symmetric about the equator. West of the
dateline are patterns of symmetric, negative correlation, but
located10ø-15ø polewardfrom the equatorand separatedby a
region of positive correlation on the equator. The broader
meridional scales observedrelative to an oceanic equatorial
Rossby radius of deformation are consistent with an oceanatmosphere coupling-induced wind stress curl [Wang and
Weisberg, 1996]. Since the west-central equatorial Pacific
condensationheating maximum separatesthese eastern and
westernregionsduring the mature phase of E1 Nifio [Deser and
Wallace, 1990; Zebiak, 1990], the patterns may be explained
on the basis of a Gill atmosphere. The response to
condensation heating shows a region of low pressure
extending eastwardand symmetric about the equator in the
form of a forced Kelvin wave and a symmetricpair of low
pressure,off-equator cyclones locatedjust west of the heating
in the form of a forcedRossbywave. The Kelvin wave portion
of the atmospheric response together with the oceanic
responseto anomalouswesterly wind stressin the west-central
Pacific can account for the negative SST/SLP correlation
patternobservedin the east. The positive wind stress curl of
the off-equatorcyclone pair raises the ocean thermocline by
Ekman pumpingand cools SST, therebyaccountingfor the offequatornegative SST/SLP correlation pattern observedin the
west. SuchEkman pumping and pattern expansion over the
westernPacific has been reported[White et al., 1989; Kessler,
1990].

Moreover, time series of these western Pacific, off-

equatorSST and SLP anomalies show that SST leads SLP [D.
Mayer and R. Weisberg, in preparation], suggesting a causal
relationship. Arguing again from the vantage point of a Gill
atmosphere,the relatively high off-equatorSLP resulting from
the relatively low off-equatorSST initiateseasterly winds over
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Figure1. Normalized,
zero-lagcross-correlation
between
interannual
anomalies
of seasurface
temperature
(SST)andsealevel
pressure
(SLP)computed
globally
from30øNto30øS[D. MayerandR. Weisberg,
inpreparation].
Normalization
isby anintegral
time scaledeterminedstandarderror,so thatvaluesgreaterthan2.6 exceeda 99% significancelevel [e.g., Sciremammano,
1979].

the far western Pacific

as observed

towards

the end of E1 Nifio

warm phases [Tang and Weisberg, 1984; Deser and Wallace,
1990; Zebiak, 1990; Chao and Philander, 1993]. As these
easterliesevolve, with their fetch expandingeastwardfrom the
westernboundary,they force an oceanupwelling responsethat
proceedseastwardalongthe equatoracting to reversethe sign
of the centralPacific NINO3 region SST anomaly and hence the
sign of all related variables.
The above sequenceof observational facts suggests a

convection. The western boundary in conjunction with the
off-equator processes thus sets the scale over which
convection can move eastwardbefore being drawn back as a
resultof easterlywinds in the westernPacific.

Arialogical Oscillator Model
As described, the western and west-central

Pacific

are

hypothesizedas being causalregions for ENSO. The element
conceptualmodel in which the off-equatorwesternPacific enabling the coupled system to oscillate is the off-equator
SST/SLP correlation pattern provides a negative feedback high SLP anomaly pattern that initiates easterly winds over
necessary for the coupled ocean-atmospheresystem to the western equatorial Pacific, providing a negative feedback
oscillate. Positive SST-zonal wind stress feedback [Philander,
to reverse the sign of the equatorial central Pacific SST
1990] causesthe region of maximumcondensationheating, anomaly. It is possible to design an analogical model that
initially in the west,to migrateeastward
into the west-central includesthe basic physics of the hypothesis describedabove.
Pacific. In accordancewith a Gill atmosphere,an equatorial A schematicdiagramof the conceptualmodel is illustrated in
heatinganomalyresultsin a pair of off-equatorcyclonesthat Fig. 2. The analogicalmodel requiresfour variables,expressed
drive an equatorialwesterlywind anomaly. As a result of as anomalies from their mean states: equatorial thermocline
westerlywindsthe thermoclinedepthandSSTincreasein the thickness, hi in the NINO3 region, equatorial westerly wind
central and eastern Pacific. Simultaneously, the off-equator stress,'1;
1 in the west-centralPacific, off-equatorthermocline

cyclones, via Ekman pumping, cause the off-equator thickness,h2 in the westernPacific, and equatorialeasterly
thermoclinedepth and SST to decrease
in the westernPacific, wind stress, 'r2 in the western Pacific. The four analogical
therebyenhancingthe off-equatorhigh SLPanomaliesthere. equationsrelating thesevariablesare:
As a result of off-equatorhigh SLP, once the region of
condensation
heatingmoves sufficientlyfar east into the west
centralPacific, equatorconvergentwindsare generatedin the
far western Pacific that turn anticyclonically to become

easterly on the equator. These easterly winds initiate an
upwellingthermoclineresponsethat evolves eastwardalong
the equatortendingto raisethe thermoclineanddecrease
SST
in the NINO3 region, while deepeningthe thermoclinein the
west. As a result of deepeningin the west, SST increasesand
the region of maximumconvection is reestablishedin the
western

Pacific.

This conceptual,data-based
modeldiffersfrom the delayed
oscillator in that western Pacific easterly winds are an

importantelementfor the coupledsystemto oscillate. Instead
of an upwellingKelvin wavereflectingat the westernboundary
upon the incidenceof a remotely forcedupwelling Rossby
wave, this mechanismrelies upon a locally forced response,

initiated by off-equatorprocesses,that emanatesfrom the
westernboundary.As conceived,the movementof convection
eastwardinto the west-central Pacific during the mature phase
of E1Nifio is thus limited by these westernPacific off-equator

patternsthat set up in the wake of the eastwardmoving

170ow

Figure 2. Conceptual model schematic. Condensation
heating in the west-central Pacific results in an off-equator
cyclone pair and equatorial westerly wind stress, '1;
1 that
deepensthe thermocline, hi in the NINO3 region. These
cyclonesraise the westernPacific off-equatorthermocline, h2
via Ekman pumping,resultingin low SST and high SLP by airsea interaction. This off-equator high SLP then initiates
equatoriallyconvergent easterly wind stress, 'c2 in the far
western Pacific that causes upwelling to evolve eastward,
providingthe negativefeedbackfor the systemto oscillate.
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wheret represents
time and all constants
are positive.
DuringthematureE1Nifio phaseof ENSO,with convection
extending eastwardinto the west-centralPacific, westerly
windsare maximumthere,and this deepensthe thermoclinein
the NINO3 region as representedby the first term in Eq. (1).
The secondterm in Eq. (1) representsthe negative feedback
producedby easterly winds initiated over the far western
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Pacific. Since it takes time for the western Pacific easterly

windsto affectthe thermocline
in theNINO3 region,a delay,$
is incorporated. The corollary off-equatorresponse is a
shoaling thermocline by Ekman pumping in the western

Pacific.Thisprocess
is represented
by Eq. (2), with a delay,)•
to accountfor the time taken to affect SST and then SLP. Eq.

(3) relatesthe initiation of easterlywinds in the equatorial
westernPacific to this western Pacific off-equatorthermocline

response. The systemis closedby Eq. (4) that relatesthe
equatorialwesterlywinds in the west-centralPacifc to the
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Figure4. AsinFig.3 except
without
timedelays.

thermocline thickness in the NINO3 region. The cubic terms

representdampingprocesses
that limit anomalygrowth.
Solving Eqs. (1)-(4) numericallyresultsin time seriesfor stress, 'r1, which leads the western Pacific off-equator
h1, h2, x2, andxI as shownin Fig. 3, with modelparameters: thermocline thickness, h2, which leads the westernequatorial

a=l.5x103
m3 N-1year-1,
b=9.0x103
m3N-1year-1,
c=l.5x103 Pacific wind stress, 'r2. This model, although simple,
m3N-1year
-1,d=3.0x10
-3N m-3year
-1,e=3.0x10
-3N m-3year- demonstratesthat the data-basedENSOparadigmcan produce
1,œ1=œ2=1.0x10-2
m-2year-1,
œ3=œ4=7.0x102
m4N-2year-1
and periodicsolutionson interannualtime scales.
While Eqs. (1)-(4) contain delay times, suchdelays are not
$=L=30days.Theseparameters
givemodeloscillations
witha
for the model to oscillate. Fig. 4 showsa solution
periodof 4.1 years, The relativephasingof the solutions necessary

follows that of the conceptualmodel, i.e., the NINO3 region
thermoclinethickness, h! leadsthe west-centralPacific wind

with the modelparametersas in Fig. 3 exceptthat the delays
are set to zero. With or without delays the model oscillates in

a qualitativelysimilarmanner. To understand
why this occurs
an analyticalsolutionmay be obtainedupon omitting in Eqs.
(1)-(4) the cubicdampingtermsandthe delays. Reducingthese
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that has a generalsolutionof the form:

Xl = Cle(A+iB)t
+ C2e'(A+iB)t
+ C3e(A'iB)t
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where
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Figure 3. Numericalsolutionsof Eqs. (1)-(4) with the model
parametersgiven in the text.

explain the natureof the oscillations. The parametersa and e
relate xI to the NINO3 region hi, a positive feedback, while
the parametersb, c and d relate h! to the westernPacific offequatorprocesses,a negative feedback. It is the competition
between these central and western Pacific processes that
enables the system to oscillate without explicit time delay.
The frequencyof oscillationis equal to B, which for the above
parametersgives a period (2•r/B) of 4.2 years in agreement
with the previous numerical solutions.
Even in the simplest case of no dissipation or delays, the
systemdependsupon five parameters. These parametersfor

the above example were chosen by non-dimensionalizing the
equationsand choosingscalesfor hI consistentwith a balance
on the equator between the zonal pressure gradient and the
zonal wind stress and for h2 consistent with an off-equator
wind stress cud-induced Ekman pumping. Parameter values
were then assigned by letting all of the terms be
approximately the same size, noting that in nature both the
wind stressmagnitudeand its fetch are importantin accounting
for the thermocline adjustment. Choosing parametersin this
way gave a resultcompatiblewith ENSO. However, the period
of oscillation is parameter dependent and the system can

If this is true then the inclusion of multiple mechanismsinto
more complete models may result in improved predictions.
For example,we can speculatethat the inclusion of easterly
windsover the westernPacificinto presentpredictiveschemes
wouldtendto improvethe estimationof the La Nifia phaseof
ENSO. Retrospectively, the phasing of a forced ocean
thermoclineresponsein the easternPacificby easterlywinds
overthe westernPacific duringthe 1982/1983 E1 Nifio [Tang
and Weisberg, 1984] is consistentwith this.
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